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I think I should write you soma thoughts of mine with regard to the 
service contrao*. I hare just received a letter from Mr. Allan Graydon 
dated June 8 with which he sends me a copy of a letter of the same date which 
he has sent to Mr, Wllmers and to which is attached a long memorandum pre
pared by him dated June 7 on the service contract between Mexlight and Sofina. 
I find this memorandum most helpful and constructive and characteristic of 
the sound comment and broad understanding we always get from Mr. Allan Graydon* 

First of all may I say that I regret the delays there have been in oom-
pleting the service contract? I do not think that these can be attributed 
particularly to Brussels or Mexico City or Toronto or New York, and certainly 
not to the World Bank* You will recall that wo bad the principal considera
tions which have to do with compensation under the contract ironed out with 
the World Bank early this year when Mr. Maryssael,a ccompanied by Mr. Le Paige, 
had conversations with Mr. Iliff and Mr. Burland in the World Bank. It was 
left that we would work out a service contract on the basis of the ideas agreed 
upon and present it to the World Bank for its approval. Since that time there 
has been a good deal of conversation and exchange of letters and further drafts 
have been worked out but up to now we have not had a draft that we can submit 
to the World Bank on which there is agreement. It is unfortunate that there 
has been this delay but all of us hare been surcharged with work so that t do 
not think the delay can be attributed to anyone in particular. I have had a 
letter from Mr. McCloy recently in reply to one I wrote him concerning the 
reorganization of the capital structure of Mexlight and the long-term loan, 
of which you have a copy. Under separate cover I will send you a copy of 
Mr. McCloy's very constructive reply. Mr. McCloy mentions among other things 
which should be completed in the very early future the matter of the service 
contract and I think it is essential that we place ourselves in accord on 
this matter in the next few weeks and definitely approve a contract by the 
Board of Mexlight at the Board meetings which will be held in Toronto on 
June 29 and 30» Before the Board acts thereon we shall have to be sure that 
the contract is agreeable to the World Bank and if at all possible I shall 
endeavor to clear it with them in Washington before I go to Toronto for the 
abovementioned Board meetings. 

Aside from the delays which have taken place due to a number of us here 
and elsewhere being surcharged with work, it would be useless to endeavor to 
conceal from ourselves that there are certain fundamental differences in con
cepts with regard to a service contract, and particularly this service contract. 
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which have delayed the final redaction of the contract and it is concerning 
this that I wish to write you, for I believe it is important for the company 
and for Sofina that we view this matter from the same point of view. 

Concerning the relationship which has existed between Sofina and Mexlight 
and which in my opinion has been constructive and mutually helpful it is not 
necessary to enter into details. It is a fact that Sofina has had and has an 
effective control of Mexlight through the ownership of Sofina and affiliated 
companies of Mexlight securities. That Sofina has exercised its intervention 
in a constructive way is evidenced by. the fact that in spite of all the diffi* 
culties which the company has experienced of one kind or another its plants 
are in good shape and the company has continuously up to now been able to 
meet "the demand for power in the area which it serves. 

We are, however, living in a different kind of world from that in which 
we lived for many years, and rightly or wrongly, we have to modify certain 
concepts and practices in order to meet the new conditions with which we have 
to deal. One thing we have to recognize is that public utilities are having 
a hard time in almost every country. We have to recognize that public utili
ties like Mexlight which are completely foreign-owned and operating in a coun
try in which there is no direct holding of its securities have a particularly 
difficult time. We have to recognize that the movement towards the nationali
zation or operation by government, not only of public utilities but even of 
other industries, has made a good deal of headway even in countries in which 
a few years ago we did not anticipate it and in which we expected sounder and 
more understanding realization of fundamental economic facts. We have to 
recognize that even backward countries in some cases are making a good deal 
of progress and that public opinion is much better informed and in some cases 
more intelligent than in the past and considerably more vocal and effective. 
We must recognize that there is an increasing repugnance and definite opposi
tion to the operation not only of public utilities but also other industries 
located in a certain country, from outside the country. These and other facts 
we have to take into acccxint and if they are intelligently and understandingly 
met, interests which are important to their owners and to the economy of the 
respective country can be conserved and strengthened. 

In the case of Mexlight we have, as you know, suffered in the past from 
public and syndicate attacks and also from lack of understanding by govern
ment, and this has caused serious problems for the company. You know that 
during the last few years there has developed ia Mexico a better understanding 
by the public of what Mexlight has done and is trying to do for the economy 
of the country. You know that the government is more understanding of what 
Mexlight hasreally done and is endeavoring to do and that this has found con
crete expression in the Mexican Government having guaranteed our interim 
credit with the World Bank and being prepared to guarantee the long-term credit. 
You know that the Electricity Law which provides a reasonable return on the 
investment of the electricity companies has mot been implemented, but that as 
a result of greater understanding and appreciation of fundamental and irrefut
able considerations we hope to get before the end of this month a fixed rate 
of return on our investment and new definitive tariffs which are reasonable 
and which will give us a reasonable return on our investment. You know that 
so far as our syndicate is concerned, which is one of the most difficult to 
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deal with in Mexico, we have been able to enter into a different type of rela
tionship with it which la slowly bearing fruit. There has been practically 
nothing in the press in Mexico in the last two years attacking Sofina and 
Mexlight and this is the reflection of a good deal of well-considered and 
continued effort to bring about understanding. We are in a better position 
in this country than we have been at any time in the history of the company 
in Mexico* 

Sofina has this controlling interest in Mexlight. Under the reorganiza
tion of the capital structure whieh we are now endeavoring to carry through 
Sofina will retain effective control. ^his is a fact which has to be recog-
nized by us in all its implications for it will not escape the attention of 
the Mexican Government or people or our syndicate and all our own security 
holders. It iB therefore in the interest of Sofina, as it Is of Mexlight, 
that there should be no possible basis for any attack or eriticism of Sofina 
or Mexlight on any detail. This has important implications in many respects. 
The fundamental interest of Sofina is that Mexlight should prosper and have 
an assured future. It serves no purpose for Sofina that it should "direct" 
the activities and operation of Mexlight. It does serve the interests of 
Sofina that Mexlight should be a going, developing and earning company. 
Completely aside from this Mexlight could not be a going, developing and 
earning company if it were to be directed from outside the country. This is 
fundamental. 

The service oontract has a very direct relation to this whole matter. 
There is, as you know, an aversion in government* and in public opinion 
generally to a company suoh as Mexlight having its service contract with a 
company which is also so large a holder of its securities. Whatever we may 
think about this attitude we must recognize that it exists* We must also 
recognize that in some cases certain companies holding so large an interest 
in a particular company with which it has a service contract has abused its 
position. This is not the case so far as Sofina and Mexlight is concerned 
and I think we have gone far to convince the Mexican authorities and the World 
Bank that the relationship between Sofina and Mexlight has been helpful and 
constructive• 

• So far as the service contraot between Mexlight and Sofina is concerned 
' there is no need for placing in it some of these protective clauses for Mex-
; light and Sofina because there is no question of Mexlight and Sofina en
deavoring to abuse their position under the oontract. Nevertheless, there 
is a tendency to put clauses and phrases into the contract which imply the 
need for such protection and these make a very unhappy impression on those 
who examine the service contract, and we know that such service contraots are 
open these days and will be open in the future to the most critical examination. 

. Then there is the further consideration that Mexlight must be free to 
enter into a service contract with any competent company rendering such ser
vices with which it nay wish to make such a contract* It would be against 
all current opinion everywhere to consider that because Sofina has this large 
interest in Mexlight and happens to be in a position to give certain services 
that we want, that Sofina can impose a service contraot on Mexlight or that 
Mexlight must make its service contract with Sofina. Mexlight would not 
think of making a service contract with anyone except Sofina because there 
has.been a happy, constructive and helpful relationship and Sofina is in a 
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position to give us the service we want in Mexlight, and in my opinion in a 

{
better position to give it to us than any other company that I know of. What 
is the use, therefore, of putting protective or exclusive provisions in th* 
service contract we are about to enter into, because they serve no purpose 
either for Sofina or Mexlight but they do give ground for suspicion and criti
cism outside for which there is no basis but from which both Sofina and Mex
light can suffer very badly? 

There is no doubt that in the minds of some working on this contract 
there has been the thought that certain provisions must be put therein which 
will safeguard Hie exclusive rights of Sofina. There 1B no doubt also that 

,jsome of us, having in mind the realistic problems which Mexlight has to oon-
fffront, have taken the position that under these circumstances Mexlight must 
Ibe protected. It is this which has led so much to the quibbling over the 
'drafting of the contract, and this on top of the lack of understanding of 
certain fundamental considerations I have pointed out in this letter which 
have to do with the world in which we live, which we have to take into account. 

I will not go into further detail. What is important in this contract 
is, one, that Mexlight has the services of Sofina and that Sofina has the 
financial advantage which comes to it from having the contract with Mexlight, 
two, that the contract fix reasonable bases of compensation, and three, that 
there be just, sufficient operational clauses in the contract to provide for 
its smooth functioning. Aside from this there is no reason for their presence, 
for Mexlight wishes to continue this happy relationship with Sofina under 
previous service contracts and I am sure Sofina wishes to continue it, and 
I cannot see the possibility of any real difficulties or differences arising 
through the operation of such a simple contract in which both parties would 
show good faith. 

We have to settle this matter now in the immediate future. Mr. Allan 
Gray don, in his letter to Mr. Wilmers of June 8 with, which he sent him a very 
constructive and understanding memorandum dated June 7t has stated that he 
is redrafting the contract incorporating in it the ideas expressed in his 
memorandum and that he is sending a copy of this new draft to Sofina and to 
us and to Amitas, etc. I have given a great deal of thought to this matter 
and I know that Mr. Allan Graydon has done the 3ame and it strikes me that 
his comment in his memorandum is most pertinent and understanding and I am 
inclined to think that the draft oontract which he is going to send us should 
be very acceptable to Mexlight and Sofina. It is my hope that in Sofina and 
by all of us concerned Mr. Graydon*s draft will be considered in the line of 
the concepts expressed in this letter and which I believe it is likely that 
Mr. Graydon had in mind in the making of his observations in his memorandum 
and in the draft which he will send us. It should be very easy for us to 
place ourselves in accord on Mro Graydon's draft and as soon as "we have it 
here in Mexico Ciiy, as I am sure is the case in Sofina, we will give it 
immediate attention so that what further exchange of views may be necessary 
can be earried through very quickly and that we may get a resolution of this 
matter when I am in Washington before going to the Board meetings in Toronto 
at the end of the month. 

I would 
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I would have liked to leave here earlier and really by this time, but in 
view of the rate question which is, I believe, in the last stages of decision, 
I have delayed and am delaying my departure and it may be that I cannot leave 
here until around <*une 21+ for Washington. By that time we should be able to 
be in accord on this service contract so that I can present the draft to the 
World Bank around the 25th or 26th of June in the hope of getting their ap
proval and then we can approve in the Board meeting of Mexlight in Toronto 
before the end of the month. Mr. McCloy has made it clear that in his opinion 
this is one of the matters on which an early decision should be reached. 

Believe me, with very good wishes, 

Cordially and faithfully yours, 


